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Outline:
• Quantum noise, Physics of Power Spectrum
• Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem, in steady 

state
• Shot-Noise, Excess noise, dependence on full 

state of system 
• What is detected in a quantum noise and in an 

excess noise measurement?
(nonuniversal vs. universal)



Classical measurement  of time-dependent quantity, 
x(t), in a stationary state.
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Classical measurement  of a time-dependent quantity, 
x(t), in a stationary state.
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Quantum measurement  of the expectation value, <xop(t)>, in a 
stationary state.
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Emission = S(ω) ≠ S(-ω) = Absorption,
(in general)

From field with Nω photons, net absorption
(Lesovik-Loosen, Gavish et al):

Nω S(-ω) - (Nω + 1) S(ω)

For classical field  (Nω >>> 1):

CONDUCTANCE ∝ [ S(-ω) - S(ω)] / ω



This is the Kubo formula!

Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT)

Valid in a nonequilibrium steady state!!

Dynamical conductance-response to tickling ac field,
Given by S(-ω) - S(ω) = F.T. of the commutator of

the temporal   current correlator



Landauer: 2-terminal conductance = 
transmission

G ≡ I/V = (e2/πħ) |t|2 , with spin.

eV ≡ µ1- µ2



Equilibrium Noise in the Landauer Picture

| jll |2 = | jll |2 =(evT )2 ; | jlr |2 = | jrl |2 =(ev T(1-T) )2

Since T(1-T) + T 2 = T, from van Hove-type

expression for S (ω) :
• Temp = 0:       S (ω) ∝ G ω, (ω < 0 only)
• Temp >> ħω: S (ω) ∝ G ·Temp.

(Nyquist!)



Quantum Shot-Noise (Khlus, Lesovik)

For Fermi–Sea Conductors, different for BEAMS 
in Vacuum, for same current.

Left-coming 
Scattering state

|<lk| j |rk’>| 2 = vF
2 TR, for (k- k’ << 1/L)

→ S(ω) =  2e(e2V/πħ) T(1-T), ω <<V

= 0,  ω >V . This is Excess Noise.

µ



Exp confirmation, of T(1-T)
Reznikov et al, WIS, 1997
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Current Noise Measurment in Quantum Point 
Contact

Shot noise measurment.

Pauli blocking effect between all particles.

Charge 1/3 detection (Weizmann – Saclay).

Interaction effects.

Shot noise measurment.

Pauli blocking effect between the particles in the 
current only.

Charge 1/3 detection: impossible.

Interaction effects.

Is the current noise identical to a beam in vacuum?

Answer:  NO.The Pauli principle blocks more transitions in the point-contact, so a 
different noise is emitted. By changing the occupancy at the sink (with a gate), this 

difference can be manipulated and the radiation spectrum can be controlled.

Current Noise Measurment in Beams in 
Vacuum.
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Partial Conclusions

• The noise power is the ability of the system to 
emit/absorb (depending on sign of ω).
FDT: NET absorption from clasical field.
(Valid also in steady nonequilibrium States)

• Nothing is emitted from a T = 0 sample,
but it may absorb…

• Noise power depends on final state filling.



                   Typical  experimental setup:

VDC

Sample LC Filter

ω

Amplifier

External voltage 
sources (pump, idler, 
FET bias,…)

Spectrum 
analyzer

ω

DC Voltage

Display

Full Noise Measurement Chain



Sample

Detection setup

Filter Amplifier Spectrum analyzer 
(Square-law detection,

sampling, averaging)

ω

SM(ω)

Display

J(t) Ia(t) SM(ω)

Problem: Amp + Filter add their own stray noise
to measured result,

NONUNIVERSAL!!!



Sample

Detection setup

Filter Amplifier Spectrum analyzer 
(Square-law detection,

sampling, averaging)

ω

SM(ω)

Display

J(t) Ia(t) SM(ω)



What Quantity is Obtained in an Excess

Quantum Noise Measurement? 



• Problem.  Other types of noise exist in the system. Thermal noise, amplifier noise, etc…

• Solution. Make an excess noise measurement:

1. Measure SM(V,ω)
Turn on the voltage and make a noise measurement. 

2. Measure SM(0 ,ω)
Turn off the voltage and make another noise measurement.

3. Subtract the results.  

SM,excess(ω) ≡ SM(V ,ω) - SM(0,ω)

nonequilibrium quantum Measuring noise



Examples 

A cooled and a warm linear Amplifier,
a phase sensitive or insensitive linear Amplifier

will give different results for SM(V,ω).

These differences can be quantum mechanical. 

Yurke and Denker, PRA, ’84



However, What about Excess Noise?

Can nonuniversal portion cancel?

It Does, in linear conductance  regime!



This is our main result

G = (amplification)2
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Physical meaning of the result

What is obtained in an excess noise
measurement is the excess power-flow

from the sample into the detector. This is the
reason for the universality of the result.

Filter and Amplifier strongly coupled to their baths
(=>Amplifier noise does not change with sample voltage)

 ),( ),(  , ωω VSGVS excessexcessM ×=

 ),( ),(  , ωω VSGVS excessexcessM ×=



SN (Ώ)= Amp Noise (independent of sample)

Ώ = Center filter frequency, L = its self-inductance

∆Ώ =  filter bandwidth, NΏ = no of its quanta 

< ∆ If
2> / L  = γ2 [S (Ώ) - 2NΏħΏ GD(Ώ)]

(γ ∝ sample-filter coupling)

GD(Ώ) = differential sample conductance

)(/I  )( 2 Ω+∆Ω>∆<×=Ω NfM SGS



When is it valid?

As long as differential conductance does not
change – backflow into sample is 

INDEPENDENT OF VOLTAGE

i.e. in linear conductance regime
(also necessary to keep impedance matching!)



How to verify the result?

• Make a high frequency measurement and change the 
amplifier type.

High frequency is required to distinguish the nonsymmetrized and 
symmetrized correlators. 

• Make a high frequency, ω≈V, measurement and 
change the amplifier temperature without changing the 
sample temperature.



Conclusion

• Current noise measurement is setup dependent

 ),( ),(  , ωω VSGVS excessexcessM ×=



Conclusion

• Current noise measurement is setup dependent
• However, nonequilibrium excess noise is to a large 

extent setup independent since it is basically a 
measurement of power flow from the sample into the 
detector.

 ),( ),(  , ωω VSGVS excessexcessM ×=



Conclusion

• Current noise measurement is setup dependent
• However, nonequilibrium excess noise is to a large 

extent setup independent since it is basically a 
measurement of power flow from the sample into the 
detector.

• At T=0,  An excess noise measurement yields the 
nonsymmetrized correlator, does not contain ZPF.

• Since power, not accumulated charge, is measured →
can get fractional charges in spite of leads!

 ),( ),(  , ωω VSGVS excessexcessM ×=



Work in Progress:

Fundamental Limitations 
Imposed by the Heisenberg 

Principle on Noise and Back-
Action in Nanoscopic Transistors



Koch van Harlingen and Clarke ‘82
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